Application questions for 5/7/2017 sermon
Hebrews 13:7-9

Evaluate Leaders & Teaching
(Based on verse 7)
Whether you are totally aware you have been doing it or not, by what criteria have you typically evaluated
your Christian leaders and teachers?
What do you think needs to change about how you have evaluated them? What criteria needs to go away?
What criteria needs to be added or become more important?
You won’t share on this answer, just think and maybe take a note. Take a few moments to each think, who
are the Christian leaders you are following? Leaders in the church, a mentor, a preacher on media, etc.?
What things about those leaders’ lives show you that they are living consistently according to God’s word?
(not perfect, just consistent)
(Try to have everyone answer this question, even if they don’t share a name.)
Is there anyone you are following, listening to, that their life might suggest you shouldn’t follow/ listen to?
What specifically is it which makes you think that?

(Based on verse 8-9)
What has been most important to you when choosing the kind of teaching you want to listen to? Don’t just
say what you think you should say, but really think about what you are drawn to. As just a few examples,
are you looking for more unusual, novel teaching? Are you looking for what matches your existing theology
and beliefs? Are you looking for teaching that is based in a text of the Bible, and the teaching
always/usually seems to fit the text really well?
Jesus is unchanging and therefore Christianity and its teachings should remain the same through the ages.
What does that tell you that you should be looking for in teaching? What should you be cautious of?

The passage suggests that Christian teaching should be grace-oriented, and that we can get a hint of whether
teaching is beneficial or not by watching people’s lives who are following a certain brand of teaching. Can
you think of an example of a kind of teaching that wouldn’t hold up to those criteria? Try not to bash; just
share kind of matter-of-fact what the teaching is and how it seems to fail those criteria.
What do you think needs to change about what you are looking for in teaching?
(Try to have everyone answer this question, even if they don’t share a name.)
Is there any teacher or kind of teaching you listen to that maybe you should stop listening to, based on the
criteria you have seen in the passage and have been discussing? What specifically is it which makes you
think that?
Do you have a question for the group? It might be something you don't understand that others could help
with, or something you think should be covered that hasn't.

